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seemakhera (Aanamika 805)(17/O8)
 
Born on the 17th of August in Jalandhar(punjab) .
Seema(Aanamika 805)     grew up into a beautiful and soft-hearted  married to
the love of her life when she was....after having completed her graduation in
Sociology.
Together both of them have raised a very happy family with two lovely daughters
in New Delhi where is is currently settled.
Fascinated with nature and love, she treasures even the smallest happiness that
life provides  derives her inspiration for poetry from her life itself by observing
the people and events around her and by forming relationship with the people
she meets and  is extremely touched and effected by the plight of less fortunate
people.
Some of her work might come across as unpolished but none of her poems will
ever be found devoid of a sincere soul.
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Mother! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
Mother,
         who nurture us for nine months in her womb
         who bring us into this world
 
        who undervent great pains to give us birth
                                     and
                  bring us up in our childhood
 
         who teaches us how to walk, dress yourself
                          and how to learn
         who sit up all night with sick toddlers
                             in her arms
 
         who teaches us to tie our shoelaces
                     before we start our school
 
        who make dozens of cookies for the school
        who waits at our bus stop with open arms
                 ready to hug and take us home
 
        who teaches us to believe in good
        who console us when we are hurt
 
        who helps us through hard time
        who cares for us
 
        who is symbol of forgiveness
        who is Worshipped in the form of'Divine Mother'
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Save Me! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! !
 
God has created-'Mother'
because-
 
he couldnot be present everywhere.
When a girl child is in the womb
she is being eliminated,
before she can enter the world.
 
In her teenage-
she misses nutritious food to eat.
Some mother don't have
Value of Motherhood
 
The nation of mother's
still Follows-
a culture
where people
idolizes son and mourn daughter.
WHY--?
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Our Soldiers! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
I Salute,
The Army,
who risk their lives for their country.
I Salute,
The Soldiers,
who marched to the boundries of our Nation
to serve our Motherland.
I Salute,
The Soldiers,
who fight the enemy,
facing bullets
falling to death from high ridges.
No one hear their scream.
Its such a lonely Death.
They are Our Infentry Men!
 
Our hats off to such a Soldiers,
who moves
to die for the nation.
They know, they have a duty,
they have a pledge,
they have a promise to keep!
 
The Soldiers move forward,
never asking question
never expecting an answer.
 
Brave,
In the face of Death,
facing bullets
dying alone in the snow.
 
Brave,
That is what Our Soldiers are............................!
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**************tears************
 
When I got married,
leaving my parents back,
tears roll down from my eyes.
 
When I delivered my child,
the first tender touch who
gave me, the name-'mother'.
Holding her in my hand
tears roll down, from my eyes.
 
When I lost my father,
who taught me and
wished to remain happy
in my life;
remembering him,
tears roll down from my eyes.
 
When I came close to someone
and he broke my heart;
leaving me alone,
for crying,
tears roll down from my eyes.
 
Again,
When a humble friend,
who is always understanding
and brings a lot of joy
in my life,
tears roll down from my eyes.
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***********i Brighten Up My Day***********
 
When you make someone happy
you really feel like
you have done something g someone smile
I brighten up my day.
 
There is nothing more painful than
hearing
the cry of a hungry child
serving him food to eat;
I brighten up my day.
 
Bringing a smile
to the faces of the Orphanage child,
who has been abandoned
by their parents,
I brighten up my day.
 
The poorest people,
dying
due to malnutrition;
providing them the basic needs of life
I brighten up my day.
 
Surprising someone
for no reason,
other than to make the person smile
I brighten up my day.
 
When I behave well with
the lame and helpless people
putting aside
my own selfish needs
for a moment
to make someone else feel good
I brighten up my day.
 
When you show someone
that, you are trustworthy,
you make them feel good
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Showing this love and affection
I brighten up my day.
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A Baby Girl
 
A baby girl--
Asweet little angel,
who is so tiny and beautiful,
so loving,
so dear,
with a lovely smile,
wrapped in white towel,
with two little twinkling blue eyes.
She is here to bring,
moments full of fun,
A baby girl is-
a wonderous,
gift of life!
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A Day In Sky....
 
Oh! Dear pilot,
  take me higher,
higher up in the sky
I want to fly,
I want to be free from all worries....
 
Oh Dear!
I want to touch the sky
I want to touch the clouds
I want to sit with Angels side by side...
 
Fly me higher
without bounds I soar.
Take me for a ride.
Like a bird,
I want to see the earth from the sky
 
I want to fly towards the sky
Over the mountain,
Over the sea
Over the rainbow so high....
Reach for the sky,
its my dream to be up there,
So, my dear pilot..
take me higher
higher up in the sky..! !
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''A Girl Child Is God's Gift''
 
Girls are treasure to one's family,
Girls give moral strength to the family
Girls are the future of every nation
Girls needs a little amount of care,
a hand ful of warmth,
a heartful of love;
education to girls,
will lift the family.
Let the girls also be
smiling and happy.
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A Prayer To God
 
Thankyou,
God for all you are teaching me,
Your ways are perfect.
I cast all my cares upon you
I know you care for me.
 
God,
 I know you have seen all my pains and tears,
I wipe away my tears
I choose to embrace,
The thruth
Written in your word
And
Declare it by faith
Out of my mouth.
 
God,
I surrender my life to you.
God,
 Who is worthy of praise,
For creating me as a woman…to fulfill your plans
And
Purpose on this Earth.
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An Unconditional Love
 
Every moment is a precious,
Unique and incredible
Gift of life!
A magnificient Sunset,
The cool breeze,
The laughter of a child,
The warmth embrace of a friend….
  Unconditional love…
Loving without limitations,
Condition or reservations!
It’s a gift,
A birth right given to us
From the very beginning…
When we love God,
Without reservation,
He fills our heart
With his unconditional love,
That love, no human tongue can describe….
 
From the laughter of children at play,
To the golden rays of the sun
Beaming through sky at sunset,
The eternal song of love
Permeates all creation
Each beat of our heart
Pulses to this rhythem
To know this grander love
Is to go beyond
The sensation of a kiss
Or a mother’s tender
Touch in time of need
This universal love is unconditional!
It breathes life into our being
And sustain us!
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''Beauty Lies In The Hand Of Beholder..........''
 
He put his hand on her face
                      Caressing her,
         He was so gentle
                   She just wanted to melt into him...
       She knew the feeling of his skin,
            Eyes had so many shades
                 so many mixtures.
             she felt like crying.........
           He noticed this and
               without a word
                  held  her close to him! !
      ''You're beautiful, he whispers,
       She wished that she could see herself,
          to see if he is right!
      She just hold into him,
           to feel the steady beat of his heart
             beneath her fingers.....
      He kissed the top of her head
             and strokes her hair,
                           and said,
       ''I dont care if you can't see me,
           I love you,
             whether you can see me or not''
      She wipe the tears from her beautiful eyes
                and asked him,
            How can you love a Blind Girl....!
      He laughed,
                it was like a music.....
       ''There is much more to you
               than just Blindnesss.
             You're still beautiful..............''! ! ! ! ! !
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''Bloom Like A Flower''
 
Have you ever wondered
How a bud blooms into a flower
Spreading beauty
And fragrance  aroud it….
 
Have you realized that
It bloom on its own
With the power with in..
One cannot force open a bud
And make it bloom..
 
Lets bloom into flower
In full glory
Before
We wilt and disappear….
 
Let us shed
Our shortcoming faults and mistakes
Lets hate the word Hate
Which never allows you
To bloom like a flower
 
Realize that you are
Pure within…
Realize that,
Like a flower
You too have a time
Span of life..
Nothing comes with you
After your death
 
Spread your goodness
As a flower spreads its fragrance
To those who seek it..
 
Live a life like a bud
That bloomed in all its
Beauty and Glory!
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Death-Awareness And Emotion
 
Everyone of us has to Die
Every soul shall have the taste of Death
No one knows when and where
One will die
No one even knows how
Someone is to Die..
 
It is understood that God alone is the one
Who gives Life
And who takes off Life
Nor can a soul Die except by God as leave,
The term being fixed as by writing..
 
God makes us to die daily while sleeping
He makes most of us to wake up from
Our temporary Death
So we can praise Him
And worship Him.
 
It is God that takes the souls at Death
And those that die not during their sleep
Life in this world is a temporary one.
The real life is the one of
Life Hereafter….
We are here on trail basis
Without coming to this world
And without dying
We cant go to Paradise….
 
God reminded us that
We have to remember Death,
As it is the one that defeats all types of Pleasure
Remember,
That Death is a process
To reaching
The Final Destination….
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Drowy-''A Curse''
 
Dowry is a Great Curse
It is a Shur on the fair name of Indian Society!
 
In the name of Drowy,
Many brides were burnt
What a great Shame! !
 
Man’s greed knows no bounds
It is limitless.
 
Through Drowy
He longs to satisfy
His desire of greed.
What a Meanness indeed! !
 
Every day we read
A lot about
The Ghastly deaths
Of Countless Girls.! ! !
 
Many laws have been made
To check Dowry Deaths
But, they are more Honoured
In Breaking and Flouting!
Who is at Fault? ?
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''Feeling''
 
When you don't speak
your eyes speaks,
the depth of love, for me,
I can see in your eyes.
Your lips, smiles for me;
I can feel in your eyes.
Your heart beats, for me,
I can feel deep inside me.
Every breath you take,
I can feel the fragrance of my love
in my heart.
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Heavens On Earth! !
 
BHADARWAH..............
                               a heaven on Earth
                                   An awesome place.
                                       Oh! wat a beauty........
                                    enchanting stroll
                                    amidst thick conferous forests.
                                          refreshing full of
                                               virgin beauty! !
                                         
                                          The Valley,
                                        surrounded with
                                          beautiful meadows.
                                           
                                           Bhadarwah............
                                                 a hill station,
                                                    with the exotic beauty.
                                              Bowl shaped valley gives
                                                   the greatest charm of life! !
 
                                                         A mazing beauty of
                                                             Kailash Kund.......
                                                               snow capped mountains 
                                                                   and rivers
                                                         with unique landscape
                                                             emanates from hills
                                                                 feels close to nature
                                                             which blissfully
                                                                 unfolds to the virgin beauty! !
                                                   This is my INDIA! ! ! ! ! ! !
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I Want To Be Loved
 
From the depth of my heart, i called your name
Since long i was waiting to see you, when that day will come and
will knock my door.
I spend my nights thinking of you.
It seems that time has stopped and
instead of coming close, you are going far-far away.
Where are you--
please come, come soon
hold me tight and let me go away
I am getting senseless without you.
I have lost my sleeps
Open the door of your heart
and let me come in.
Dont be late
I need you, your love and kindness,
which will stay with me always
I want to share my love, feelings, sorrows, happiness, emotions
and life with you.
Come and wipe my tears, when i am weeping
Make me forget my worries
Keep me loving as days goes by
Love me as i am-
because--
I Want To Be Loved
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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I'M Proud To Be Your Daughter, Papa....
 
This poem I have dedicated to my PAPA whom I lost two years back!
 
 
      I feel so alone without you
      I need to touch and hug you
      To let you know..
          how important you were.
      I want you here with us
      You were my sunshine
    my tears
                when ever I get hurt
      I have grown up with your values
             And I'm very glad I did! !     when skies were grey..
       You used to wipe
        I hope you know that
        I always loved you and honoured you
      When I heard the news,
                    my world start to shiver
           The Doctor said,
               you are in pain,
            and there's nothing they could do...
      Years may come and go,
       Bt your memories
              will never be erased.
       And no one can ever take your place! ! ! ! !
                    I am proud to be your daughter
        Your love was always pure! !
               Gratitude is all I feel,
                           for having a PAPA like you! !
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''Kissing Rain''
 
God saw me in pain
to cure me
He gave me a gift,
RAIN....
it washed out all my sorrow...
gave me pleasure....
And it make me insane....
 
    RAIN....
Wash my hatred away..
Soak mein your arms again...
Promise to never let me go...
Hide my tears..
  and
Kiss away all my pain.....
The pain that causes my life
    to fall to grow....
 
   COME..
Wash the tears
that strained my eyes....
Wash all my scars away...
Wash all my memories away..
Stop the pain that enters me
Make me want to live my life...
Keep me going completely insane....
 
So, COME..
Let me feel the Rain...
Let me dance in the Rain...
In Rain I will not feel the Pain...! !
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Let Me Feel The Rain.........
 
When it rains, I go out
   Standing there
Letting it hit me,
I don’t mind getting wet.
 
Let me feel the rain…..
That gently touches my soul,
And takes away my pain..!
 
Let me feel on my face..
So that no one can see me crying…
 
Let the rain kiss me
Let the dropp hug me,
As it slowly soaks,
Through my hair and clothes,
Gently caressing the heart
And every heart beat
Embraces each dropp of love!
 
Let me fall in love.
I  have a smile on my face
And I am ready for love
Oh! Where do you come from
You little dropp of rain…….! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Life Goes On Eternity.........! ! !
 
One morning,
          while a girl(janvi)
             was searching for happiness,
A sweet smart guy(sameer)  came in her life.
The Girl was quite pretty and beautiful
                     bt,
              she had a jagged hole in her Heart..
         He sat down and began to chat
                and found her with broken heart!
         He said,
                nothing to fear and made her smile.
         He tried to heal her with his tender love
                 warmed her with his smile
                  and filled her heart
                       with laughter and joy! !
           He found her too sensitive and weak...
                      and promised her
                             and said....
                                  ''my soul is deep with words I speak
                                         now I am here for sure
                                               so nothing to fear....
                                                     live for me...
                                                       laugh for me...
                                               Smile,
                                                    because of hope left in Life......''! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Life Stages.....
 
If you want to make sense of your life
You need to make a picture of what
Life is all about...
What role you want to play….
Our life is divided into  stages…
 
1st stage of life….
You begin by exploring your world
In search of…
Inspiration…
Answers…
A life direction..
Or a lover….
 
2nd stage…..
 a life calling….
That is..
Where you stand in the world?
And
What you are meant to do
With your life…..
 
3rd stage…..
is a quest to find..
your passion..
your bliss..
what makes you unique…
question about life,
who you are..
and who you can become….
 
4th stage…
when you are ready to start working
  or
run out of time and money….
 
5th stage...
your emphasis shifts from
being a good at your
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job or relationship…
to excelling at what you do…
 
6th stage..
marks a major transition
that few people make
your attention shifts from excellence to
mastering the tools,
and process of,
what you do
in order to achieve
the highest level…
 
7th stage….
Few people reach this stage-
Where to start to interect directly
With the principles
That underlie reality
And determine..
What is possible and impossible….
 
8th stage…
zero comes at a time
when your life energy lasts
beyond the role
you were living..
 and
it is the time to under go..
a rebirth…..
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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'''''Little Buds'''''
 
Silence is the only lullaby
                   and
             anguish is the only companion
where children with cheerless face
wander around
   and
where melancholy
is the only tune heard around,
where no sprouts of
parental love is germinated.
Having no dear ones.
Sleeping alone at midnights
Shedding drops of tears,
Comprise the agony
In an unheard sigh,
When stretching the hands to
Hug an unseen mother…
 
Children,
  The living angels on the earth are..
        So tender and helpless
       Spending the life in prision
       Waiting for a dad or mom
            Who,
         they know,
    May come never
To lock them in an Embrace…..
 
The life in an Orphanage
Always let the child
 To remember that…
He/She is An Orphan……
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Love At First Sight! !
 
A beautiful emotion
That promises to make
Ur world
A mery go round
Love is a very strong emotion
Beyond human control
It can happen to anyone
At any place
On any day
 
A guy from long distance came
And
Changed my life!
I stood as though
Waiting for him
And
Offered my hand to him.
 
The warmth of my promising smile
Melted his heart,
I whisper in his ear
And kissed him.
 
From the first kiss
I told him this-
I fell in LOVE
 
The joy he brings to me
Is clear to see.
And when you go away
I miss the touch
That I need so much! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''Love Me''
 
In the dim twilight
 holding hand in hand
feeling the warmth of each others hand,
 looking into the depth of his eyes;
        I entered his soul!
 
In your arms I feel safe,
  so hold my in your arms,
when you hold me light
    the feeling of your touch
 melt me down
with your tender embrace.....!
 
             Touch me,
   Touch me softly with your
sweet passionate lingering kisses!
 
      Touch me gently....
A gently brush of your fingers
 shiver down my body....!
 
 Cuddle me closer,
I want to rest my head
  close to your heart........
Wrap me in your arms
 descend your lips upon mine
waiting to be caressed,
 wanting to be explode
So, hold me in your arms.............! ! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Love.........
 
LOVE…
The divine power of attraction in creation
That harmonises, unites
Binds together.
Love
Is the language of Heart
It is a beautiful expression
The impossible melts into infinity
Loves knows no bounds or limits
It animates us
And inspire us
Like a rainbow
That appears during a strom
To remind us
That the Sun is still shining
Above the clouds
Love is eternally present
And merely awaits our acknowledgement!
Love is silent
Yet beckons each moments
This is not a paradox,
It is an invitation
Love doesn’t intrude
Since,
It is ever present! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Mine
 
You possess my heart
   Yet are held in my dreams
   You rule each of my breath
   Yet are locked inside me
 
  Devoured of lust
  I crave for your touch
 You make my body shine
  with your kisses
 
 Let me revel in your spirit
 with a word you ingite the
 fire in a cold fibres of my heart
 
 a caress, a kiss, even a
 gentle brush of hands sends
 and thousand vibrations
  to capsize me in seduction...
 
 You hold me close in your arms
  with bodies entwined as one
  Feeding my fantasises,
   as raindrops calm a heated earth! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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My Darling Daughter
 
Childhood,
             the golden period of life
             the child lives a life of great innocence.
            
                 She is extremely lovable,
                 and darling of every heart;
 
                She knows no worries
                she is fond of colours,
                the colourful lights,
                at night invite her mind
                she will look to the moon and stars
                and wish to get at any cost
 
                Weeping is hers easiest weapon
                Her obstinacy and hard headedness in Momentary
                She laugh and weeps in the same breath.
                I cannot withstand her tears and
                want to see her laughing and playing.
              I try to fulfil her every possible desires.
 
             When she started eating,
              my heart filled with great pride.
             I begin to weave dreams
                of her greatness and
        watch her progress very minutely.
         I read the world through her eversmiling eyes.
 
        A little uneasiness on the part of my child
                make me heart weep
        After all she is my flesh and blood
            She is ''My Darling Daughter''
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My Friend-My Better Half.
 
A friend, who has taught me,
how beautiful the life is.
 
A friend, who shares my feeling, my pain &
helps me to come out of it.
 
A friend, who always tells me,
give what ever your lovedones expect from you.
 
A friend, who is  so generous,
A friend, who is loyal in his words.
 
A friend, who is so caring and loving
A friend, with whom i find my self safe and secure
 
A friend, who always tries to change my life for- betterment.
A friend, who hold s my hand,
when the clouds of loneliness, surrounds me.
 
Afriend, who has taught me, to learn from my mistakes.
A friend, who has shownme, right path of life.
 
A friend, whois always there beside me,
where there is a dream to share-
a sweet surprise or a special joy.
 
Afriend, who takes me for long drive.
A friend, who has given, half of his world.
 
A friend, who is Ravishing
A friend, who isAdorable
A friend, who isValiant
A friend, who Intelligible, solves my problems
A friend, whom I,
Strongly  honour, admire his rich, magnificiant attitude.
 
A friend, who takes care of me
Afriend, every women or girl, want to have.
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A friend, whom I LOVE very much.
This is what my friend Is--.
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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My Life
 
Darkness in the room, as dark as night;
My life was darken, as dark as twilight.
Dark was the dream, darken than than my might.
Dark was the birth; darken than the midnight.
Dark was the man, as dark as his deeds;
No one came for my help, when I was in need
I was in the death bed, deadly my disease was,
Death was waiting for me, as I was waiting for death.
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''My Niece''
 
Born on 5feb2002
as beautiful as an Angel could be
God gave her beauty, but
forget to give her brain.
Lying on the bed foryears,
life for her was worst than hell
The day she born
life became challenge for her
She is Epileptic by birth.
If she cries, she cries for hrs.
If she sleeps, she sleeps for hrs,
If she blinks, she blinks until or unless her fit stops
She can't move
She can never sit in her life,
She can't even eat
She can't see, can't even hear
but still she is living.
No one can ever understand
what pain
she is going through.
No treatment, no medicine
can cure her
No place of Worship
has been left
My angel is 6yrs. old
A mother who knows about her illness
Nurturing her daughter
day and night
waiting for the day
to come
when her daughter
would speak one single word-
MOM.
My angel does not belong to this world
Just pray,
so that she could
get rid of her suffering
and
sleeps for ever in
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''HEAVEN''
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My Soul......Its Me.....
 
She is the most fascinating human being
Truthfully, she is intellengent, witty, and strong.
She is one of those
Who love, respect and care.
As a Mother,
Shell pour love
On her children generously
And lavish affection on them.
 
      In grandeur of manner
Splendour of bearing
And magnanimity of personality
   She is Monarch among humans!
Ambitious, courageous, self-confident-
Love trimphs,
Which is ruled by her heart-
Once committed to a relationship,
She is tally devoted and faithful.
She means what she says! !
She plays the perfect host!
She has a forgiving nature
And is full of Sympathy! ! !
 
   She is passionate-
In every aspact of her life.
When she is Partying,
She put the dance floor on fire….
Creativity and Originality are her fortes!
 
To tame her is to flatter her.
Don’t be jealous of her knack for
Being the centre of attention,
In a roomful of admiring males…
    
   Heads always turn when the
Lioness smoothly glider by……….
Who is She? ? ? ? ?
Its me
And Im proud to be a LEO! !
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Nature's Wonders...
 
Trees Trees Trees
Where would we be without  You,
 The very air we breathe is
  improved by the presence of You.
   You absorb harmful chemicals
       And
     gives off oxygen.
You maintain our global enviroment
     in a way that
  We are just beginning to understand!
 
Trees,
   A great gift to mankind
    You bring life
    gives flower,
   makes paper to read books
     and write on it
 Gives apples and oranges
  Gives us medicine to cure our ailments.
 Makes the world green and colourful
 Feed the starving animals,
   yet at the same time provide
     Shelter for the animals
Gives shade,
  Someone’s home
  And
  Makes life beautiful and wonderful!
 
Trees,
  If nothing else,
   You give us an excuse to sit
  close ur eyes
  and
 listen to the wind
 rustle through their leaves!
 
Trees,
You give us so much
  Taking almost
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 Nothing in return! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''Pain''
 
Time has passed and the distance is great....
We cant come closer its too late
The Pain is great and hard to hide,
thinking about our good times
slept with tears in my eyes
is a memory of you!
Wishing you could hear,
I LOVE YOU
     and
I know you love me too.....
There is so much to say
     but its too late!
All the Dreams have lost
  you saw me smiling
             but
     why the pain
behind that smile
 couldnot be felt by you! ! ! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Rainbow And Me! !
 
Life is like a Rainbow
 
Every colour gives us energy
 
Changes our mood
 
Converts energy to positive
 
When we actually need the most! !
 
Colours adds life to our living…
 
 
 
While driving home from my office
 
I saw the most beautiful
 
Vibrant Rainbow!
 
It was on my side
 
Almost moving with me.
 
I was passing under the arch
 
It was so beautiful
 
I was so crazy
 
I turned my face
 
On the other side of the sky,
 
To capture the beauty in my camera.
 
 
 
Oh! I lost it?
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The Rainbow was gone
 
I was shocked and disappointed
 
I turn off my camera
 
And looked to my left…
 
  There it was!
 
The beautiful streams of colour
 
Were vibrantly stretch across the sky.
 
             I smiled
 
And thought
 
        It would be sad if
 
The world has no Rainbow
 
Its truly an amazing site to see
 
Life just would not be the same
 
  Without the colour of the Rainbow! !
 
               I love RAINBOWS! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Red
 
Red
    The colour of blood
Red,
    The colour of flower
Red,
     The colour of fame
Red,
   A symbol of  guilt, sin and anger
Red,
   Associated with lust, passion, love and beauty
Red,
   Catches people attention
Red,
    Is the blood, sacrifices, courage of those
    Who defended their countries,
Red,
   Is the Sun and the hope
   And warmth it bring
   And the sacrifices of Christ blood.
Red,
    Gives us courage and strength
      Relates to stability and security
Red,
      Is the Fire
       The heat of the temper
Red,
       The grounding colour
       When we are angry and frustrated
                We see red
Red,
       Stands for power
        Power of emotions
         Finance or power in relationship.
Red,
       Most emotionally intence colour
       Ultimate cure for sadness
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Whether or nt we realize it
We are all affected by the colour
That surround us.
Colours can alter our mood
Or have a positive or negative impact on us….!
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Return To Eden......
 
There lives a dream in Her heart of a beautiful garden
    a secret sacred garden.
 
She wants to be filled with lush green
Waterfalls, sunlight, misty vapors
And mystical fragrant breeze.
 
She want to be soft, gentle and romantic.
She want to be loved and adored,
And revered in her right place,
 as our Mother-
   The giver of all life! ! !
 
Some says, She did wrong and is being punished,
Other says, She is less than Divine,
 and does not have the ability
        to remain Eternal.
 
Whatever the reason,
She is tired now, very tired.
All the Pristine beauty is vanishing away
Dirty streams run in her nerves
Her land bare as a desert
Her wild life is dead and air full  of smoke
Her face is old and careworn.
Her heart has been so broken by
Our rejection of Her,
She has lost Her place of
   reverence in Our Hearts.
 
The Sun God planted His spirit into
Her biological womb
     and from there we grew…..
 
Will She forgive us? ?
 
It’s a journey that begins in the heart..
We will never move to save
Our Mother Earth
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 unless we open our hearts to feel Her pain! !
 
Mother Earth is Dying..
And now Her one hope of healing
    lies in a Return to Eden…
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''Roses''
 
1 ROSE-REPRESENTS-love at first sight
2ROSES REPRESENTS-deeply in love
3ROSES REPRESENTS-i love you
6ROSES REPRESENTS-i wanna be yours…
7ROSES REPRESENTS-im imfatuated with you..
9ROSES REPRESENTS-an eternal love..
10ROSES REPRESENTS- you are perfect..
11ROSES REPRESENTS-you are my treasured one..
12ROSES REPRESENTS-be my steady…
13ROSES REPRESENTS-secret admirer…
15ROSES REPRESENTS-please forgive me…
20ROSES REPRESENTS-i am sincere towards you…
21 RPSES REPRESENTS-i am devoted to you…
24ROSES REPRESENTS-can’t stop thinking about you..
33ROSES REPRESENTS-saying i love you with great affection..
36 ROSES REPRESENTS-i will remember your romantic moments..
40 ROSES REPRESENTS-my love for you is genuine….
50ROSES REPRESENTS-regretless love, this is…
99ROSES REPRESENTS-i will love you for as long as i live..
100ROSES REPRESENTS-remaining devoted as couples, till ripe-old age…
101ROSES REPRESENTS-you are my one and only one…
108ROSES REPRESENTS-please marry me…
365ROSES REPRESENTS-can’t stop thinking about you…
999ROSES REPRESENTS-ever lasting and eternal love….! ! ! ! ! !
 
So my dear friends follow these lines
While giving roses to your loved ones…..! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Roses And Its Colors.........
 
Red rose-means I Love You,
              Represents Romance and Love!
Deep pink rose-means Thank You!
Regular pink rose-represents Happiness!
Light pink rose-means Sympathy!
Whiterose-symbolizes
                  Innocence and Purity!
White and Red rose-represents
                                    Unity!
Yellow rose-represents
                         Friendship and Caring!
Lavenderrose-symbol of
                            ‘Falling In Love’!
Orange rose-symbol of
                  Desire!
Blue rose-symbolies
                ‘Mystery Or Rarity Of Your Partner’!
Black rose-Never ever give a Woman
                   A Black Rose, As It Means
                           ‘Death’! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Sacred Moments......
 
My life has been like as
Mother of a gifted child…
 
On nineth Sept.2000
I was diagnosed Diabetic
Just completed my 7months of pregnancy.
On 10th Sept 2000,
My water bag bursted
And was in a critical state,
taken to the I.C.U,
And I delivered my Angel,
Going through a critical emergency surgery.
 
She was prone to number of problems.
Her internal organs aren’t
Completely ready to function
On their own
 
My Angel was taken to
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (N.I.C.U)
Later her Paediatrician visited me,
And informed about her critical situation.
 
Hearing that..
I lost hope
And was just enable to breath
Pulse started getting down
And was taken to I.C.U
Where Doctor informed me
About my child’s recovery
 
I was watching her,
Developing each moment,
Each minute,
Each hour.
Just knowing
She was going to be okay
Within few hours.
I really didn’t care about myself
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I was happy to have her alive…
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Speechless But Measurable-''she''
 
She is a person of reason
A person of will
A person of affection
A person who has a mission to carryout
 
She is one who surrender her selfhood
    to create life.
For nine-months,
    her very body ceases to be her alone
    As it bears and nurtures another life.
 
She keeps on going when everyone else gives up
  And take care of her family
      through sickness and fatigue without complaining.
She deserve to be respected for her individuality.
She is a symbol of modest and mercy
She is beauty
She is human.
 
So Man,
   Treat her well
    Love her
    Respect her
     For She is fragile.
    In hurting her, you hurt God
     In crushing her,
    You only damage your own heart.
    She’s a gift made for man
            And,
    Masterpiece of beauty and grace.
 
    She is a
       WOMAN,
            the greatest gift to man! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Sweet Memories.....
 
Remember, the 1st year of your life
You started your journey to getting old!
 
Remember, those 1st friends
You shared your fear with..
Who soon became acquaintances-
 
Remember, those classmates,
Who ended up becoming your closest friends!
 
Remember telling friends,
The deepest secret of your life and
Knowing they would remain secrets?
 
Remember 1st gal who caught your eyes,
Remember your 1st school crush?
 
Remember that dream girl,
You thought about so much
 
Remember, holding back the tears
Of those days when
You just wanted
To be home again to feel safe again?
 
Remember, never lose touch with those friend
You have made here,
Because you have all changed
And grown enormously together,
And that is something very sacred to be shared.
 
Remember, how you never realized the importance of family,
Until you didn’t see them everyday.
 
Remember, you are only here
For a short while, time flies berofe you realize it
So make it memorable
Make it the best time of your life!
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Remember to love,
The ones you love, forever! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Taj Mahal-The Elernal Love....
 
THE TAJ MAHAL
        Epitome of everlasting love.
The Saga of love has left
Its indelible mark on it.
One of the Wonder Of The World
   The Taj Mahal is Unique
Built by the famous, Mugal Emperor, Shah Jahan,
 In the memory of his beloved z Mahal!
 
Seeing the Taj Mahal for the first time
             Was amazing!
The Taj itself was magnificent!
Outside of the building
Has beautiful marble carving
 All along the walls.
Designed by the Great Persion Architect
                     Ustad Isa.
 
Sunset stain the Taj,
       An exotic shades of orange.
 But nothing beats the
Porgnant beauty of the Taj,
      When the cool white marble
            Is bathed in the soft light of the moon.
As its vast marble surfaces fall
 In the shadow or reflect the Sun,
Its colour changes.
It blushes pink in the morning
Like a innocent young girl:
Turns into virginal bride:
Awating her groom in the evening,
  And glows golden under the light of moon
Like a woman in her lover’s arm! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''The Rose''
 
The unravel beauty and mysticism of rose
shows how elegantly
rose touch our lives,
with their
vibrant colors and tender petals.
With todays fast-paced life-style,
the presence of one single rose
trigger happy emotion.
Rose, heighten the feeling of life satisfaction
and
affect relationship in positive manner.
Everyone smile upon
receiving flowers,
as these demonstrate
extraordinary delight and happiness.
Roses, an immediate impact on happiness.
Roses, the best medium to convey and
express your feeling
Roses, make intimate connection.
Roses, as its presence
increase the contact with friends and loved ones.
Roses are close to my HEART.
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Think? ? ?
 
Think of someone who cant speak
Before you think of saying….
           An unkind word!
Think of someone who has nothing to eat-
Before you complain about
The taste of your food
 
Think of someone who is crying out for a companion—
Before you complain
About your friends!
 
Think of someone who went too early to heaven—
Before you complain about life!
 
Think of the people who are living in the street-
Before you argue about your dirty house,
Someone didn’t clean!
 
Think of someone who desires children but they are barren—
Before you complain about your children!
 
But before you think of pointing the finger or condemning another—
Remember that not one of us
Are without sin,
And we all answer to one maker!
 
And when depressing thoughts seem to get you down—
Put a smile on your face
And thank—
You’re alive and still around! ! ! ! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''Touch''
 
One night I saw a dream....
I was standing in house of fire....
and I scream.....
Someone came and asked me....
Whats ur Desire...
Love or Life.....
If you chose your love...
you have to stay here....
Life is no chice for me
I said without fear...
He told me....
wat makes you think
you can stay in this Fire....
I replied her ''TOUCH''
Is more hotter than this Fire......
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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True-Friendship
 
T-for trusting me,
R-respecting always
U-ultimate person
E-encouraging me always to face challenges
 
F-faithful towards me
R-real person
I-has a great influence in my life
E-endless time solving my problems
N-never hurting me
D-developing confidence in me
S-sharing my pain
H-helpful
I-indeed an important
P-person in my life
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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''Unfair Soul''
 
Once there was a blind girl,
Who hated herself
Just because she’s blind.
She hated everyone
Except her loving boyfriend
He is always there for her.
She wished,
If she could see the world
She will marry her boyfriend.
One day,
Someone donated
A pair of eyes to her,
So that she could see everything!
Later,
Her boyfriend asked her,
‘’now that u can see the world,
will u marry me? ’’
The girl was shocked
When she saw that
Her boyfriend is blind too…
And refused to marry him.
He walked away with tears
And later,
Wrote a letter to her,
Saying…………
‘’JUST TAKE CARE OF MY EYES DEAR……! ! ! !
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Valentine-''A Soulmate''
 
Romance is in air,
Chocolate hearts, roses and
greeting cards are everywhere-
This is the day when
everyone tries to win someone's heart!
 
On last Valentine Day-
someone touched my life
And gave a purpose to live! ! ! ! ! !
 
How could I forget my last Valentine Day!
When you touched my life!
And made me know,
who am I.
You stand before me with a heart as pure
and promised to love me forever! !
 
How could I forget my last Valentine Day!
When you touched my heart!
Whispering-
''Please be my Valentine
Not only for this Day
But throughout the years''
You captured my heart and soul!
 
How could I forget my last Valentine Day!
You have given a meaning to my life!
You gave me a reason for smiling once again!
 
How could I forget my last Valentine Day!
When you said-
''you are my best friend forever!
I have waited for you so long! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
You are the one, who holds my heart
You are my only love
And I want to say is--
I LOVE YOU''
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''Wake India''
 
Terrorism-A threat
Recent attack on the Taj, the Oberoi, CST, and Nariman House
proved-
no space-is safe.
The Taj is a symbol Indian goodwill.
Mumbai-struggle through 60hours of terror,
a' Horrific Act' of war at peacetime.
Great sorrow for the lost of lives
Anger about the ease with which
our lives have been violated.
The elite security forces
did marvellous job.
The police personnel
who laid down
their lives for us-
deserve a SALUTE.
 
No matter,
where we live
all Indian share the sorrow and
anguish of Mumbai.
The Terrorist have destroyed
iconic landmark of Mumbai,
they have no heart and definately
no brains.
They will perish.
 
Lets take a pledge to live life,
the way we always have.
We will not let them succeed.
 
We Salute-
ordinary people,
trapped in extraordinary time.
There is no justification.
All Indian should stand up-
To fight against ''TERRORISM''
                                     Jai Hind.
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What Is Love-
 
Love is worship
Love is passion
Love is a promise
Love is friendship
Love is forgiveness
Love is trust
Love is pain
Love is waiting for someone
Love is sharing one's feeling
Love is a song
Love is a smile
Love is happiness
Love is an emotion
Love is acceptance
Love is you and me
Love is aanamika and--?
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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Why I Hurt You? ? ?
 
I still remember, the day i met you.....
You was soo special to me!
I dont know, why I hurt you?
I saw the tears..
you cried for me.
I saw the sadness in your eyes
 
Everyday that passes by....
                    I cry..........
I have tried to hard
to convience my self,
I dont have words to say...
and I know I have made few mistakes
My heart is crying again
full of tears.........
Wondering
why this happened? ? ?
 
seemakhera (Aanamika 805)
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